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GRAPHIC DESIGNER
LyAnne Peacock

Model : Marisa McGovern
Photographer : Sean P Walker
Makeup Artist/Hair Stylist : Amy Lingenfelter
Wardrobe Stylist/Assistant : Malaya Lewandowski
Retoucher : Sean P Walker
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Model : Anna Avila
Photographer : Bernardo Gasparini
Makeup Artist/Hair Stylist : Emine Kucuktireli
Creative Director/Videographer/Fashion Designer : Eva Lacroix
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TUTORIAL
KIM KARDASHIAN

MET GALA 2018 INSPIRED
By Mellie Rose

Kim K caused cameras to go crazy once again at the Met Gala
in May and now people all over are trying to duplicate her look
for themselves. As a makeup aficionado I went about creating
a simple and affordable guide to recreate Kim’s million-dollar
appearance at the 2018 Met gala. My name is Mellie Rose and I
am a professional model and makeup artist and here is my beauty
tutorial:
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1

Next, I highlight using NARS radiant creamy concealer light #1
After highlighting I apply a heavy contour using the Fenty beauty
match stix in mocha color following a pattern like the number “3.”
The contour can be smudgy when applying to the skin because
we are going to blend it out with a *separate* beauty blender.

4
First- I moisturize using a good lotion, like Aveeno, then prime
my face with Fenty Beauty soft matte Pro filt’r Instant Retouch
Primer.

2
Lining and filling the lips comes next using the Urban Decay
Glide-on Lip Pencil Naked #2
Once the lips are done I set using MAC Prep+Prime Fix+ and then I
cake my face in Covergirl loose finishing powder #105.
Next, I go over the contouring with Hoola benefit bronzing
powder and I bake over the highlight with Kat Von D Lock-it
setting powder using another separate dry blender.

5
After priming, I blend two foundations -Too Faced Peach Perfect
comfort matte foundation and Fenty Beauty Pro filt’r soft matte
longwear foundation.

3

I draw in the eyebrows with Anastasia Beverly Hills, Inc brow
definer in Chocolate and fill with Anastasia Crème Color in Sable.

I like to blend my two foundations using a damp beauty blender.
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6

8

My favorite set of eye shadow brushes are from Wet n’ Wild. I
used their eye shadow brush and filled in above the crease and
undereye with burnt orange and red ochre from the ABH modern
renaissance palette

7

For the eyelashes, I use Lilly Lashes in Miami affixed with clear
adhesive.
I use Too Faced better-than-sex mascara on both the top and
bottom lashes followed by applying highlight using ABH Amrezy
highlight to my bridge and cheekbones. Next, using my finger I
put a dab of ABH liquid lipstick on the center of my lips and blend
outwards to recreate Kim Kardashian West’s Ombre look.
Finally, I set the whole look with the MAC Prep+Prime I used
before.
In the end, with work to compliment everyone’s individual face,
you’ll have a result that emulates the fierceness and glamour of
Mrs. West. Paired with flattering jewelry and a seductive outfit and
you’ll be set to slay at your next big event just the same.

I then use another Wet n’ Wild eye shadow brush to fill in the
crease, outer corner, and undereye using “Miss Sparkles” from
the Too Faced Pretty Rebel palette.

Thanks for the read. Stay beautiful. ♥ ♥ ♥

I wipe the excess face powder away that I used to catch fallout
after.

To Book Me or Check Out My Work You Can Find Me Here

I did a slightly smudged, winged cat-eye using Anastasia Beverly
Hills Darkside Gel Liner. Then, using the same gel liner, I line the
inside of both the top and bottom eyelashes

Instagram@mellierosemua
@inkeddollmel

Mellie Rose
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Model : Cassidy Burnett
@Splash Model Management
Photographer : Lo Garcia
Makeup Artist : Katie Williams
Nail Artist : Keta Jackson
Wardrobe17Stylist
: Lo Garcia
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Model : Alexia
Photographer : John Pryke
Jewelry Designer : Redki - Couture Jewellery
Makeup Artist : Rachel Greer
Wardrobe Credits : Handmade Jewellery and Swarovski crystal jewelled
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underwear by Redki - Couture Jewellery

GODDESS
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When did you first become interested in photography? What sparked it and
when did you decide that it was what you were going to do?
When I was 8 years-old, I used to steal my father’s camera to photograph
my entourage and some landscapes… I was just curious, passionate about
keeping a trace of the people and moments I loved. Then at 18 I became a
photo-model and wanted to do more and more photography, so I bought
my first camera around 22 to do things more seriously. But I never took
any photography classes. Some photographers taugh me the main rules
while I was posing, they were replying her technical questions and this is
how I learned the minimum to start. (I studied French literature and Image/
Communication. But my skills in photography have always been helpful,
mainly when I created my own Agency)
From your point of view, what makes a good picture?
Maybe a particular vision, a personal way to structure the image. Art is only
a question of feeling. It is totally subjective as everybody knows. You can
totally dislike a picture because it does not speak to you but be able to see
the „touch” or the intention of its author, his point of view or specific intention.
Personally. I like to build my images as if they were paintings. I take care
about the lines, the background, the shadows, so I think I like photographs
that were taken in the same spirit.

EMMANUELLE
CHOUSSY
www.EmmanuelleChoussy.com
PHOTOGRAPHER - INTERVIEW

Emmanuelle, you have worked with Celebrities to Authors. Do you have a favorite that you
have worked with and why?
Honestly, I had many great moments with celebrities. For example, my meeting with Quincy
Jones was just unbelievable. I never thought I would do portraits of such an Icon, and discuss
with him about my idol Mi-chael Jackson. It was totally surrealist… My session with the American
filmmaker Oliver Stone was also a brief but memorable experience. He was very tired after
the interview, his back was painful, but he re-mained very nice, we had a short talk about
photography and it was amazing to “direct” him to get some portraits. Paris Hilton was also
incredible; she is totally captivating. She was very kind and available. I also worked with Emily
Giffin who is going to released her 4th novel June 26th with one of the pictures we did together
(“All we ever wanted”)! She is a very beautiful, kind and smart woman. How lucky I am! I have tons
of wonderful experiences to tell… (I am currently writing a book about that by the way.)
You are a former model turned award-winning photographer. Can you tell us a bit about that
transition and award you have received?
Modeling was just for fun! I started kind of late, and it was mainly for me a goodway to endorse
different roles (I was crazy about doing plays at the theatre when I was younger!). The jury of
the annual Hollywood Beauty Awards decided to offer me this incredible price in 2015, it was
such a surprise! The producer of the event (Michele Elyzabeth) saw that I had been struggling
without any representation/agent in Los Angeles for four years, trying a make a place for myself
in this jungle, and she decided to give me a boost, because her team liked my work. Jane Fonda
was seating in from of me when I jumped on the stage to grab my award, I was paralyzed and
couldn’t say a full proper sentence in English! Haha, such an unforgettable memory. I am so
grateful to Michele and her crew to have put my work into the light. Since 2015 I am now part of
the jury of the HBA’s and I vote myself each year for the new awards.
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Do you have a favorite Genre you love to shoot and why?
I am very keen of fashion photography, especially when I can work with young talents/models I have personally
discovered. They are not “distorted” yet and I can teach them how to move, how to know themselves better and to be
more confident with their bodies and attitudes.
But I also LOVE documentary photography. I have the chance to work at the Nasa’s, Fender’s (the mythical guitars!),
Disney’s, Airbus’ France... such incredible locations. I love taking pictures of people at work in their environment.
Describe a typical shoot with you and your team.
It would be very long….
Favorite book at the moment?
My current bedside book is “La Cage“ (“The Cage”), a play written by a young talented French writer, Thier-ry Crouzet.
The scene takes place in 1944 in a Nazi prison. Jules is alone, he’s waiting. Suddenly Aline who has just been tortured, is
thrown into the Cage with him! They kind of spy on each other, argue and end up attracting each other. But where are
they going?... The dialogues are fascinating, intense and beautiful.
Who would you like to work with most?
It doesn’t matter, I mean whoever the model is, I am kind of good at making connections with people. Maybe working
with actors is more impressive and demanding, because they usually have strong personali-ties (Billy Bob Thornton,
Don Diamont and John MC Cook and Katherine-Kelly Lang on the set of « Bold and Beautiful », Octavia Spencer,
David Hasselhof for a filming...) I love working with my crew and partners (hair and makeup people, assistant, stylist,
videographer…) because we usually have a lot of fun while being concentrate and professional. I don’t think I have even
one bad memory of a session after 15 years…
What do you consider to be the main difference between yourself and others in the industry who have failed to get
to where you are?
First, I wouldn’t say I am successful. I have been fighting everyday for 15 years to do what I like the most, to pursue my
passion for a living, and it’s not always easy. Being successful is a question of talent, good en-counters at the good
moment, appropriate behavior, courage and hard work. Some sessions with celebri-ties or cover-shoots don’t make
you successful. But it makes me happy, which is very different! And second, being happy is so much more important
than feeling “successful” in my opinion!
A celebrity journalist (Franck Ragaine) who I have been working with for few years, said about me: “Em-manuelle is
top efficient, always on time, very creative and so discreet which is a very positive trait when you are working with
celebrities. Her photos are glamorous with perfect lighting and always capture the essence and soul of the individuals
she is photographing.
Emmanuelle is not only super professional but also dedicated and she also has an amazing spirit and great energy.”
It made me delighted and proud!
Something people may not know about you.
Haha, very funny and good question! I already did a photoshoot while being tipsy. Not drunk because I wouldn’t be able
to use my camera properly, but tipsy. It was a session with a super handsome French model/actor named Gabano. We
did a very sexy series of images, the result turned great!
Any final words of wisdom you would like to share?
Two very important things to me: trust your guts, and learn how to focus in the present. Meditation can help you with
being concentrate on your feelings, your goals and also on the things you don’t want to have in your life anymore. You
have the right to say no if you feel it’s not right for you. Always follow your guts 
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PRIVATE

Model : Emma-Ilys
Photographer : Emmanuelle Choussy
Makeup Artist : Muryel Rava
Assistant : Dylan Malval
Fashion Designer : Bérangère A
Videographer : Dominique Fleurence-chailan
Fashion Designer : Francoise Avarre
Composer : Mick Byrds
Hair Stylist : Béatrice Agnoletto
Wardrobe Stylist : Noa Sara
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AU-DESSUS

Model : Grasiele Lima @Wilhelmina NYC
Photographer : Marissa Poirier
Makeup Artist : Kornelija Slunjski
Fashion Designer : Jason Troisi
Wardrobe Credits : All clothing by
Troisi Designi
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HARDER THAN STONE
Model : Lila Geddie @JEA Model Management
Photographer : Sharon Coker
Hair Stylist : Tracy Branch
Body Painter : Kristen Phelps
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Model : Menglei Li
@MIAH Management
Photographer : Jose Carvajal
Makeup Artist : Esther Carbonell

IN COLOURS
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How did you first get interested in Modeling?
Growing up my cousin Nejla (Nedge-Lah) had participated in a few photo
shoots. As someone I always admired, she inspired me to do the same. When
I was in high school I struggled a lot with self-image and eating habits. I came
across the work of a photographer who focused on models without makeup
in natural settings and reached out to him and set up my first shoot in 2013. I
had no idea that a few small shoots with him would bring me to where I am
today. Seeing the photos helped me become more comfortable with myself
and planted a seed for the self-love that’s grown within me.
What was your big break?
Personally, I’m not sure if I’ll ever have a gig I consider my “big break”. There is
always something better around the corner. Finding the balance between my
personal life, modeling, and career as a cosmetologist often feels limiting. I
am always feeling like I should be doing more.
What is the best part of the job as a model? Have you met creatives who
are now called your best friends?
The best part of modeling is simply being able to connect with others
and have something beautiful come out of it. Bringing a concept to life in
collaboration with another individual is an artistic process. You are always
bouncing ideas and sometimes it’s as if your minds are one. The best feeling
is when your photographer knows exactly what you’re imagining and vice

KATELYN
LAVRE

COVER MODEL - INTERVIEW

versa. Finding artists whose minds fall in the same wavelength is exhilarating and the images always show it. I have meet
many photographers who I would consider my friends. We hang out, get dinner, talk about life, and support each other in all
adventures.
You are also a Cosmetologist. Tell us a bit about what your days are like.
I work at a salon in Fond du Lac, Wi called Mojo Hair Studio. On a daily basis I enjoy pampering my clients and being able
to make them fall in love with their look. The life of cosmetology is very hectic. Your clients depend on you and trust that
you can do what they’re looking for. There is a lot of pressure to provide the best services possible and ensure that they
are comfortable and satisfied when they leave the salon. Being a stylist is a much more demanding and difficult career
than most assume it to be. Every day I am using chemicals and sharp objects on others, formulating with color theory, and
utilizing geometry to create every cut and style.
Tell us how you came up with the idea and look behind this particular shoot with Brian.
I wanted to create something that was delicate and feminine but still had a sort of ominous presence. Originally, I pictured
a nude series or perhaps bandage wrapped for more of a vulnerable presence, but as the concept evolved I began to see
things differently and opted for a minimal wardrobe to provide balance to the dark scheme with the black butterflies. A black
butterfly is often considered an omen of death. The death signified by a black butterfly can be interpreted as the death of
“something” rather than “someone”. In many cultures the black butterfly is believed to be a symbol of transition and rebirth; in
this piece showing the renewal of power that is owning femininity and empowering yourself within a fragile and vulnerable
state.
Who inspires you?
It’s hard to say exactly who or what inspires me. I have many friends who are more than talented, giving, and loving. They
bring me inspiration every day to be a better person as well as to create beauty within my projects. There are many local
models in my area that I admire as well as photographers and visual artists. Everything I see in nature and art is an inspiration
for me to create and explore.
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What is your motto or the best piece of advice you ever got?
My father has always said to me “Respect yourself and you’ll always be respected.” As a woman there is a societal
pressure to carry “self-respect”, often implying that promiscuity equates to a lack thereof. Self-respect is defined as
“pride and confidence in oneself; a feeling that one is behaving with honor and dignity”. To respect oneself means
simply to treat yourself well and treat others the same. Be kind hearted to yourself and make positive choices. Do what
you please and love yourself for the good choices you’ve made as well as the mistakes. To be a self-respecting woman
is to be a self-loving woman, no more or less.
When are you happiest?
I feel the happiest when I am simply able to take in life and enjoy the day, whether it be relaxing in bed, watching a
movie with my love, or going on an outdoors adventure.
What is your secret talent?
I wouldn’t say it is any secret, but I love to paint and draw. I consider myself a creator of almost all mediums and love
being able to bring ideas to life whether it be hair color, modeling, or on canvas.
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Model : Katelyn Lavre
Photographer : Brian Huth
Accessory Designer/Fashion Designer/Makeup Artist/Hair Stylist :
Katelyn Lavre
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RINA

Model : Rina Khardina
Photographer : Alexey Yanbaev
| Surreal Mag
MUAH : Ksenia Levina Style 52
-Marina
Ulyanova
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CUPCAKE

Model : Priscilla Delay
Photographer : Nöemie Nirat
Wardrobe Stylist : Fanny Moreaux
Fashion Designer : Jennifer Walch
Wardrobe Stylist/Fashion Designer : Antoine Batel Robbe
Mag
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Location : Chez Marinette , Saint
/Etienne
(FR)
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GIRLS JUST

HAVE FUN

Model : Anita Cannon & Jelizaveta Bogdanova
Photographer : Tessa Kerrs
Makeup Artist/Hair Stylist : Bianca Houlgrave
Fashion Designer & Creative Director : Sarvin Clark
Accessory Designer : Jennifer Gibson
Makeup Artist/Hair Stylist : Alice Marie Rouillon
Stylist : LKM Style
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How would you describe yourself? Tell us about you
Well, my name is Alina but many people call me Ali, I am 17 years old and I
am from Russia. I am studying at school and trying to learn English. I am very
flexible and positive person. My hobbies are theatre and cinematography.
I adore visiting theaters and I used to go to the theatrical club and to the
music school. I can play guitar and even play piano. In addition I am keen
of traveling. Exploring new places and making new friends is always very
exciting and interesting for me. So, and of course I am fond of modeling.
Posing in front of a camera is my favorite thing ever. It inspires me a lot.
When did you start modeling?
I started modeling in February, 2018. My friends advised me to go to the
modeling school. Then different photographers started to call me to the
shootings. Right now, I am in search of an international model agencies. You
can find on Instagram as khromova__alina
On a scale of one to ten how excited are you about life right now? And tell
us a bit about why you feel that way.
I am absolutely excited about life not only right now but always! As I said
before, I'm a very positive person, besides, I'm also an extrovert.
I love all the people and I love to communicate with them. We are all so
different and that is absolutely great. I am always looking forward to the
future, to the new projects, to the new friends, to the new trips and so on.
That is why I choose 10.

ALINA
KHROMOVA

MODEL - INTERVIEW

When the shoot is done, do you look at the images and find hard to recognize yourself in all the glamourous photos?
Well, actually, seeing myself in all the glamorous photos makes me feel surprised and happy at one time. This is because
I don’t use any make up in usual days and I do not do different hairstyles, as you can see, I am a curly one and it is hard for
me to do something with my hair. That is why seeing myself on the photos from different shootings makes me feel excited
and maybe it raises my self-esteem.
What has been some of your most exciting projects so far?
As I started modeling half a year ago, there was not many of big and cool projects. But every shooting or a show are every
time interesting and inspiring for me. That is why I am looking forward for the new projects. For now the most exciting
project for me is photo shoot that you can see there.
How does working as a model make you feel?
In fact, making my makeup done, posing in front of a camera, understanding what the photographer wants from you,
receiving the photos, opening shows, finding myself in magazines make me feel absolutely blessed and happy. Knowing
new models, photographers, makeup artists, casting directors is also a great part of the fashion industry. Thanks to this I
develop my outlook and taste. All that things give me a massive motivation.
What is your motto or the best piece of advice you ever got?
Just live a life you will remember and do not be dependent on the opinions of others. This is your life, this is your choice.
You are one and only. You just have to remember that there will be no one like you and you should get everything you
want because you’ve got only one life. Surround yourself with good friends and everything will be great because your
friends are those people with whom you will go through your amazing journey that is called life. Love and be loved.
What is your secret talent?
Oh, such a great question. I can play guitar and piano and bake tasty cookies, ha-ha!
Tell us something about you that might surprise people.
The most frequently asked question to me is about my hair. And when I answer it, I don’t know why, but everyone is very
surprised every time. So, this is my natural curls, maybe you will be surprised too, ha ha!
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FOREST

Model : Alina Khromova
Photographer : Evgenia Burilo
Makeup Artist : Anna Komarovskaya
Fashion Design : Olga Kim
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M

SSO

BLO
Model : Evelina Foudova
Photographer : Herb Ladrillo
Accessory Designer/Wardrobe Stylist/Makeup Artist/Hair Stylist :
Evelina Foudova
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CONSTRUCTION

Model : Iza @SPOT Management ,
Katie @SPOT Management,
Nata @SPOT Management
Photographer : Agnieszka Potoczna
Wardrobe Stylist/Makeup Artist : Kasia Skoczylas
Assistant : Kamila Tokarska
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KATE
spade legacy

When we read
news about a
designer
we
always expect to
read something
about the launch
of
their
new
collection or a
collaboration
with other fashion
houses, the last
thing we all hope to read is the news of his/her premature
death.

This is what happened a few days ago following the news that
has gone around the world about the death of the American
designer Kate Spade, who died prematurely last 5th of June at
the age of 55.
Katherine Noel Frances Valentine Brosnahan was born in
Missouri in 1962, not promptly passionate about fashion, she
studied journalism at the Ariziona State University where she
met what would become her future husband and business
partner Andy Spade in 1994.
After obtaining a degree in journalism, she moved to New York
where she worked for Mademoiselle Magazine as editor of the
accessories department.
It is here where her passion for fashion grew and developed.
With her continuous travels to Europe and around the world in
search of new talents and with her studies of the most avantgarde fashion houses for what concerns accessories, Kate
realized there was not an accessory line that combined high
quality with affordable prices.
And it is just like that in 1993, after quitting her job as editor
in chief at the magazine of the Conde Nast publications, she
founded her first collection of bags, which would become a
must-have for all the 90s, Kate Spade Handbags.
What immediately struck and fascinated the gurus of the
industry was the presence in her collections not only of great
quality but also color, which for the designer was an optimistic
element.
The set of high quality and affordable price has led many
young women (including Kate Middleton) to buy her bags with
their first salaries.
In the last few days, many women who have been interviewed,
kindly remembering what it meant for them to buy one of her
bags.
Color, lightheartedness and audacity as opposed to the urban
chromatic monotony have allowed this brand to grow and

expand globally.
Today, the brand
has more than 450
stores worldwide.

It can be said
that Kate, in a
world that has
seen
millennials
s t r u g g l i n g
to
propose
themselves as brand, has been the pioneer of what is today
called “personal branding”.
In fact, together with her husband she created authentic lines
that reflect the personality and style of the designer. As they
said in one of the last interviews released for Build Series, what
has contributed to making this brand successful is the fact to
have used: “what we love and we made an extension of it”.
But Kate was not only a designer or a wife, she was also and
above all a mother. After giving birth to her daughter, she
decided to stop her work as a designer in order to take care
of her daughter, who will be, in 2016, her inspiring muse for
her new shoes line, Francis Valentine, line founded with her
husband Andy Spade and her two collaborators Elyce Arons
and Paola Venturi.
What makes a designer memorable, in addition to his/her
collections, is her way of being.
What makes Kate unforgettable for the public scene is her
personality and ability to interpret what people want to see and
buy and of course her incredible sense of style.
From her interviews we can notice how, despite the success,
she has always remained a modest and visionary woman and
that is why with the news of her death we remain incredulous
and disappointed.
What remains to us of Kate Spade is her story and her desire
for success. She will remain a reference point for many young
people who are entering the international fashion scene.
She is a character to be inspired by. In her interviews she often
talked about how everything started and how necessary it is to
start from the bottom to move forward in what is the difficult
climb to success within the fashion world.
She often talked about how, at the beginning of her career
at Madamoiselle, she had to deal with tasks that she herself
thought were unsuitable for her degree in journalism. Success
as Kate teaches us is something that is achieved with time and
stubbornness and that is what will forever remain of a wonderful
woman Katherine Noel Frances Valentine Brosnahan.

Written by Rosalba Dimonte
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CAMP
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Model : Lauren Gwyn @Donna Baldwin Agency
Photographer : JJ Constantine
Creative Director/Hair Stylist : Elijah Bleu Gonzales
Makeup Artist : Lani Fischer
Hair Stylist : Devyne Petersen
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P R I VAT E P R O P E R T Y
Model : Emma-Ilys
Photographer : Emmanuelle Choussy
Makeup Artist : Muryel Rava
Assistant : Dylan Malval
Fashion Designer : Bérangère A
Videographer : Dominique Fleurence-chailan
Fashion Designer : Francoise Avarre
Composer : Mick Byrds
Hair Stylist : Béatrice Agnoletto
Wardrobe Stylist : Noa Sara
| Surreal Mag
Prepared by MagCloud for Emma-ilys Fayol. Get more at84
kevinsgirl623.magcloud.com.

